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Load Based Testing: Strain the Gnat, Swallow the Camel 
 

News of the movement “Load Based Testing the Next 

Generation Equipment Rating” raised hope that equipment 

rating procedures would move closer to using conditions 

somewhat similar to what occurs in actual installations. This 

hope was dulled when it appeared that many of those leading 

the movement are employed by manufacturers. Some optimism 

remained that maybe changes would provide some incremental 

improvements to existing heat pump and AC standards. 
 

Attendance at Seminar 55 (Next Generation Equipment Rating: 

Load-Based Testing Approach) at the recent virtual ASHRAE 

meeting dashed the last prospect that ratings would be simple, 

sufficiently rigid, and transparent. The third presentation sited 

the motivation for the change is that 40 years of evaluation 

studies revealed that energy savings were 30% to 50% lower 

than those based on rated performance. 
 

ASHRAE, DOE, EPA and HVAC experts, why did it take 

40 years to realize energy use based on SEER and HSPF 

ratings are misleading and useless at peak conditions? 
 

Additional seminar speakers concentrated on the need to better 

capture performance at part-load, especially with variable-

speed units. This would allow performance maps to be 

generated from which ratings could be developed. The 

expectation of correcting the large discrepancy between rated 

and actual performance by focusing on part-load seems illogical 

and ill-timed given recent extreme weather events. 
 

As shown in Figure 1, temperatures were 117°F (47°C) in 

Phoenix on June 17, 115°F (47°C) in Portland on June 28, and 

0°F (-18°C) in Lubbock on February. 15. Power blackouts have 

occurred in the northeast and southwest. Little was mentioned 

in the seminar about expanding the outdoor test conditions of 

82°F and 95°F for cooling and 47°F and 17°F for heating. 

Perhaps the words of Jesus to the scribes and Pharisees applies, 

“Blind Guides! You strain out the gnat and swallow the camel”. 
 

To develop performance maps, more than two points are needed 

and they should be a much wider range of temperatures. Figure 

2 is an example “map” with appropriate outdoor temperature 

test points to predict performance for locations outside the 

idealized SEER/HSPF rating temperatures. Equally important, 

test results would be published to limit the misinformation and 

overstated performance claims now rampant in the industry. 

 
Figure 1.  Phoenix, Portland and Lubbock Temperatures 
 

 
 

Test conditions are shown at the bottom of Figure 2 to replace 

the current mild tests conditions, which are a large contributor 

to inflated SEER/HSPF ratings. Both total and sensible cooling 

capacity would be reported. Extreme conditions (-4°F and 

113°F) tests would be optional for equipment that is designed 

to operate in severe climates. Variable-capacity/speed units 

would require part-load tests. Indoor temperatures (75°F and 

70°F) and airflow (375 cfm/ton) would remain the same for 

part-load tests but the frictions loss values would be reduced.  
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Figure 2 - Broad Range Test Points 

for Useful Performance Map
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 A Pending Electrification-Decarbonization Train Wreck? 
 

The Decarbonization movement will undoubtably place electric 

grids under greater stress. Equipment performance should be 

rated (and published) at more extreme conditions than 95°F 

(28°C) in cooling and 17°F (-8°C) in heating. This will provide 

a better gauge of the impact of heat pumps and air-conditioners 

on the current and the future “decarbonized" grid.  
 

It is frustrating that so many intelligent professions either ignore 

or are unaware of the loopholes in SEER/HSPF ratings which 

are based on a bin temperature calculation. These include: 

• Only 2% of the bin temperatures are above 92°F for cooling. 

• But 66% of them are below the indoor temperature of 80°F. 

It’s colder outdoors than indoors for 66% of the test points. 

• Duct losses are only 0.1 to 0.2 in. w.g. and filter loss is 0.08 

in. w.g. (clean 1-inch fiberglass MERV 4 filter at 250 fpm) 

• Thus, indoor fans with less than 20% efficiency are common.  

• The HSPF load line is based on equipment heating capacity 

at 47°F which can be adjusted downward with smart controls. 

• Sensible capacity in cooling and air delivery temperature in 

heating are not reported. High ratings can be achieved with 

inflated part-load air flow with minimal dehumidification in 

cooling and worsened “cold-blow” air delivery in heating.  

• The heating no-load outdoor temperature is 5°F warmer than 

the cooling no-load temperature. Yes, the occupant or a smart 

thermostat would need to set room temperature warmer in 

heating than in cooling. See pages 3-4 for an explanation of 

why this is an unrealistic approach. 
 

Test conditions need to span the outdoor temperatures in which 

the equipment is designed to operate. The “next generation” 

equipment ratings need to eliminate the many loopholes in the 

current standards. Consumers, designers, and power providers 

do not need another lengthy and deceptive ratings document in 

which loopholes can be buried. Indoor conditions must reflect 

comfort and health conditions in terms of both temperature, 

dew point and humidity (ASHRAE Standard 55). Fan power 

should be fully captured and deducted from cooling capacity. 

Airflow rates should be set to provide effective 

dehumidification in cooling and comfortable air delivery 

temperatures in heating. Duct fiction losses would be 

representative of typical field installations (i.e. those with lots 

of flexible duct) and filter friction losses would represent values 

of partially loaded high MERV (8-13) rated products with 

typical face velocities. Variable-speed and dual capacity 

equipment should also comply with the mandates above at a 

minimum of three speeds (VSHPs) or two conditions (DCHPs). 
 

Entities could then determine the most appropriate indicator for 

the local climate. Published ratings should include performance 

at design conditions and seasonal ratings based on local 

conditions would be optional. Consumers would have ratings 

that provide a “fair” comparison of expensive and modest cost 

equipment. Energy consumption surveys would continue and 

field testing would be initiated to measure and verify proper 

installation following the new ASHRAE Standard 221. 

Equipment demand at peak grid loads could be better predicters 

to minimize blackouts. Otherwise building owners may want 

to avoid the high cost of complicated and difficult-to-service 

variable-speed heat pumps and apply the savings to back-

up heat and power.                                                                      
  

 When Does Extrapolating become Extrapo-Lying? 
 

The February 2021 edition of the ASHRAE Journal contained a 

2-page ad on the inside cover that claimed “heating like no other 

VRF heat pump–all the way down to -22°F”. Furthermore, 

“…heating capacity of up to 100% of nominal at 0°F, up to 85% 

at -13°F, and up to 60% at -22°F is now a reality.” 
 

Three very import items are not mentioned: 

• What is the temperature at which “nominal” is determined?  

Is it 17°F, 47°F or what? 

• What are the conditions to which “up to” applies?  

• What are the COPs at -22°F, -13°F and 0°F? (After all, 

electric resistance heat has 100% of nominal capacity at all 

these conditions, so the COPs of VRFs must be quite a bit 

more than 1.0 to justify the added complexity and cost.) 
 

Figure 3 is a plot generated based on rated values of the 

manufacturer’s ducted product to the right of the vertical dashed 

line. The lines to the left of the dashed line are based on an 

interpretation of the advertisement wording. The blue line with 

round markers assumes nominal capacity is at 47°F and the 

triangle marker red line assumes nominal capacity is at 17°F. 
 

 
 

Flash injection and over-speeding the compressor well above 

60 Hz can certainly elevate capacity at lower temperatures. 

However, this requires significant increases in power input. It 

is essentially a 2-stage compression process using a “special 

heat exchanger” with a single compressor that has an added 

port. (See Figure 11, Chapter 18, 2020 ASHRAE HVAC System 

and Equipment Handbook) Thus, the resulting COP will likely 

have little or no improvement over electric resistance at very 

low temperatures. The extrapolated COP line of Figure 3 

assumes VRFs follow basic Carnot thermodynamic laws.  
 

Now consider that the compressor inlet pressure at -22°F would 

be near 32 psia (te ≈ -31°F) using R-410a refrigerant. If the unit 

attempted to deliver air at 90°F (tc ≈ 100°F), the discharge 

pressure would be 335 psia, the net compression ratio would be 

10.5, and the compressor would be operating significantly 

above 60 Hz. This compares with a compression ratio of 4.0 

with a 17°F outdoor temperature and a 60 Hz operating speed. 
  
The answer to the question posed earlier raises a philosophical 

question: is the omission of critical facts lying? I did take 
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several philosophy courses in the 70s. Although my classmates 

who smoked a lot of non-medical marijuana seemed to get it, I 

was never able to grasp the meaning of it all. Therefore, I will 

pass on making judgement. 

 

The truth does require the delivery of critical facts. It is apparent 

it will not be fully available unless some entities like ASHRAE, 

DOE, EPA, electric utilities, or better-informed experts develop 

and require rated tests conditions and procedures for both 

capacity and COP at least down to -4°F (or possibly -13°F) for 

equipment that incorporates “flash injection” or 2-stage-

compression. It also would be nice to know the compressor 

speeds. Additionally, VRFs may be in trouble if 

environmentalist learn how much refrigerant per ton is required 

for these systems. It also seems there is limited concern or 

discussion of the increased potential of refrigerant leakage due 

to more elaborate piping networks with many more field-

installed connections. 

 

Bogus HSPF/SEER Bin Temperature Data:  Another Source of Inflated Rated Efficiencies 

Similar to the automobile miles per gallon rating procedure, the test method for heat pump 

efficiency can inflate the rated values above actual performance.  Heat pumps operate more 

efficiently when the temperature is mild.  Since the ratings are “average” or seasonal, higher rating 

values will result if efficiency is computed using a large number of hours when the temperature is 

mild.  Typically, thermostats are set lower in the winter because heavier clothing is worn than 

during the summer.  This should create a narrow band of outdoor temperatures when the heat pump 

will not operate.  This also corresponds to mild outdoor conditions when heat pumps are most 

efficient and the more hours of operation in this period, the higher the SEER and HSPF.   

Close examination of the temperature data used to determine Heating Seasonal Performance Factor 

(HSPF) and Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER) reveals that the assumption is that 

thermostats are set 5ºF higher in the winter than in the summer.  The figures below are plots of 

building heating load (left axis) and cooling load (right axis) with respect to the outdoor air 

temperature.  In Figure 1 the heating load is 25,000 Btu/h at 12ºF and it decreases to a point of no-

load at 50ºF.  The outdoor temperature of 50ºF represents the point where the heat loss from inside 

the building balances the internal heat generated by occupants and equipment.  Thermostats are 

typically set to have a 5ºF to 10ºF dead band, the temperature swing occupants will allow before 

requiring cooling.  In this case cooling is required above an outdoor temperature 60ºF, indicating 

building heat loss is less than internal heat generation.  As outdoor temperature rises, cooling load 

increases.  An example point is shown for 90ºF where the cooling load is 16,000 Btu/h. 

 

Figure 1 – Traditional Heating and Cooling Load Plots with Outdoor Temperature 
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The temperature “bin” data used for the computation of HSPF and SEER does not reflect this 

traditional format.  Since the data used for heating in ARI Standard 210/240 includes values in the 

62ºF bin (temperatures between 60 and 64ºF), the 67ºF bin is the no-load point for heating. See 

AHRI Standard 210-240/2017, Table 18, pp.57-58. 

However, the data used for cooling includes values in the 67ºF bin which indicates the 62ºF bin is 

the no-load point for cooling.  See AHRI Standard 210-240/2017, Table 16, p.50. The indoor 

temperatures for the ARI Standard are 70ºF for heating and 80ºF for cooling, thus a 10ºF dead 

band should be present.  However, there is actually an overlap in the resulting load lines and shown 

in Figure 2. If a thermostat allowed the heating point to be higher than in cooling, once the unit 

reached the heating set point it would then go into cooling. The room temperature would soon fall 

below the heating set point and the unit would switch to the heating mode.  

 

Figure 2 – Heating and Cooling Load vs. Outdoor Temperature for HSPF/SEER Test Procedure  

In a more realistic test procedure, the no-load point in heating should be 10ºF lower than the no-

load temperature in cooling.  For example, if the cooling load line shown in Figure 2 were shifted 

to the right so the no-load point is 67ºF, the no-load point for heating would be 57ºF.  This would 

mean that a realistic cooling SEER would not include performance data for 67ºF since it is the no-

load point.  The HSPF computation would not include performance data for 57ºF or 62ºF since a 

heat pump in a “real” building would not be operating. Thus, realistic values for SEER and HSPF 

much would be lower, especially for variable-speed and multi-capacity units that excel when 

outdoor temperature are mild. 
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